Summer Science Institute for Middle and High School Teachers
July 27 – July 31 at Occidental College, Los Angeles

Participate in the Summer Science Institute in order to...

Integrate common core, NGSS, and language development to support science learning

Experience and reflect on powerful models of instruction that scaffold English language learners’ ability to participate in rigorous academic

Deepen and broaden understanding of pedagogy and repertoire of practices to work with English language learners

Topics:
- Culturally responsive science instruction for English learners
- Developing effective curricula and pedagogy integrating literacy practices and NGSS
- Active learning and hands-on strategies in the science classroom

Benefits of Participation:
- Curriculum materials tied to NGSS
- A $100 per day stipend
- Classroom materials
- Follow up mentoring/coaching in the classroom (if desired)

To enroll in this exciting opportunity please complete the registration form at:
http://oxy.edu/teaching-scholars-program
Or contact: Dr. Alegria at alegria@oxy.edu

Occidental College is located in Eagle Rock; 1600 Campus Rd, Los Angeles.